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GAW expertise
in material handling
technology for
AUDI Neckarsulm
A

s part of the expiration or rather the integration of the new range of models, AUDI
AG has commissioned GAW technologies with
the reconstruction of material handling systems for the production of the Audi RS 6 at
the Neckarsulm plant, situated approximately
6 km North of Heilbronn. The Audi RS 6 is currently the highest performing Audi model; the
first generation came onto the market back in
2002. The Audi RS 6 is available as a 4-door
notchback limousine and as an estate.

The existing material handling technology primarily transports the mounting parts (doors
and panels) of the new vehicle models from the
production line to the gelling oven and then
sends the doors for assembly at the automatic
door attachment station (ATA). In future, doors
will be attached at the ATA for a range of vehicle models.
Integration of the new model series requires
the material handling technology, logistics and

system control units to be expanded and adapted. For production reasons, the project implementation schedule is very tight and should be
complete by the second week of 2012.
Once again, Audi is counting on the expertise
of the Graz plant engineering specialists within
the remit of material handling technology. GAW
is proud to be able to continue and strengthen
this long-term partnership with Audi.
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OSMO supplies
lab system to Technical
University of Vienna
(TU Wien)
E

stablishing a link between theory and practice relatively early on is very important
in technical education institutions. It should
therefore be ensured that trainees come into
contact with the technologies they will face in
their working life from the very beginning.

projects

GAW commissioned with
reconstruction of material
handling systems for
new AUDI RS 6.
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Audi RS 6
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Osmo Memcell

Membrane tests can be performed
with minimum effort using
the MemCell system.
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The Technical University of Vienna is placing its
trust once more in the expertise of successful
plant construction firm OSMO, awarding a contract for the supply of a MemCell system. This
contract is one of a many deliveries made to
various colleges and research institutions. Future users are thus able to come into contact
with the OSMO systems at an early stage and
the still ‘relatively’ new membrane technology
can be more widely circulated. The MemCell,
see also imteam issue 1/2009, is known as a
test system for flat sheet membranes in which
specific parameters are determined for the
preparation of aqueous solutions using ultrafiltration, nanofiltration and reverse osmosis. In
special cases, this system is designed for media
with higher temperatures, making it possible to
conduct trials with the recovery of lignin — a
research area that is also of particular interest
to OSMO.
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